Exploring Data Fusion Under the Image Retrieval Domain
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Abstract: Advanced services in data compression, data storage, and data transmission have been developed and are widely used to address the required capabilities of an assortment of systems across diverse application domains. In order to reuse, integrate, unify, manage, and support heterogeneous resources, a number of works and concepts have emerged with the aim of facilitating aggregation of content and helping system developers. In particular, images, along with existing Content-Based Image Retrieval services, have the potential to play a key role in information systems, due to the large availability of images and the need to integrate them with existing collections, metadata, and available image manipulation softwares and applications. In this work, we explore a data fusion approach for solving data value conflicts in the context of image retrieval domain. In particular, we target the process of solving value conflicts resulted from different features integrating the data resulted from the Content-Based Image Retrieval process, along with the image metadata, provided from a number of sources and applications. Our approach reduces the need of human intervention for keeping a clean and integrated view of an image repository when new data sources are added to an image management system.

1 Introduction

The process of organizing new information, and integrate them with data acquired from external sources are usually very time consuming tasks. Users involved in managing these data are often looking for ways to improve their productivity, and it is thus important to provide them with effective tools to reuse and aggregate content.

Motivated by the need for integration and interoperability, a number of works have proposed the aggregation of different information combined together to compose a single logical object. The resulting object has been denoted as Aggregation (Williams and Suleman, 2003), Component-Based Object (Santanchè and Medeiros, 2007; Santanchè et al., 2007), Complex Object (Nelson et al., 2001), and Compound Object (Awre, 2009). In particular, images are a representative example of a data source which is generally integrated and combined with different components, such as metadata, links, videos, and image manipulation softwares and applications.

One common strategy used to support image searches in large datasets is called Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) (Torres et al., 2006). Roughly, the process can be divided in three steps: (1) feature vectors that represent image visual properties (such as color, texture, and shape) are extracted; (2) the similarity between images are computed based on the distance between their feature vectors; and (3) the most similar collection images are returned as the search result.

In fact, there are a number of works (Akbar et al., 2008; Nanni et al., 2011) that propose the integration or parallel use of several feature vectors, but few that propose the integration of a general purpose data fusion system in the context of CBIR, considering both image and metadata. A fusion process involves both entity resolution and cleaning. Entity resolution refers to the problem of identifying overlapping data in different sources. This problem has been the subject of extensive research on relational (Lim et al., 1996), entity-relationship (Menestrina et al., 2006), and XML (Poggi, 2005) data models. Cleaning refers to the process of solving attribute value conflicts. In particular, several issues can be cited regarding integration of different sources in the CBIR domain: (i) existence of duplicate images, (ii) the use of different...
descriptors, (iii) the existence of images with different transformations (crop, resolution, etc.), (iv) definition of different ranked lists (e.g., defined in terms of different descriptors), (v) different sizes of ranked lists, among others.

Most of existing systems for data fusion consider data structured on relational format. Nevertheless, given that XML has become the de facto standard for data exchange on the Web, it is natural to also consider this format in the fusion process.

In this paper we report on a system that combines a general purpose data fusion system in the context of CBIR. In particular, we target the process of solving value conflicts resulted from different features integrating the data resulted from the CBIR process, along with the image metadata, provided from a number of sources and applications. The main novelty resides in automatically solving conflicts in CBIR without user intervention, using rules to integrate images, metadata, and sources along the fusion process. Nevertheless, these formalized rules can also be extended to compare, and highlight the differences among different multimedia resources.

1.1 A Motivating Example

Consider an infrastructure (shown in Figure 1) which has as input images and metadata and as output a XML file, aggregating the input data with resulting resources from the CBIR process. For instance, consider Source 1, which stores the CBIR information for Figure 2-a (a parasite image), within an XML file. The XML file is composed of a feature vector FV1 (processed by a color descriptor – BIC), the similarity scores SM1, an image IM1, and the respective metadata M1 (attributes such as name, path, size, and resolution).

Now consider Source 2, where the same image (shown in Figure 2-b) was processed by another descriptor (SASI texture descriptor). The resulting XML file would include the feature vector FV2, with the respective similarity scores SM2, and metadata M2. Assume that both sources need to be integrated and stored in a repository. That demands that existing conflicts among entities need to be solved. The resulting XML file should automatically integrate the CBIR information, and metadata on Source 1 and Source 2 within one XML tree structure.

Figure 2: CBIR for image 01_ancyllostoma.jpg, using the (a) BIC (Stehling et al., 2002) descriptor and (b) SASI (Carkacioglu and Yarman-vural, 2001) descriptor.

In XFusion (Cecchin et al., 2010), the user defines a set of rules for solving these conflicts after merging the information imported from several data sources. In this paper, using basic services from XML, we explore XFusion in order to aggregate different CBIR-related data. The novelty resides on the use of fusion rules to automate the decision process regarding conflicted values, considering aggregation of metadata, images, and CBIR-related data.

1.2 Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a description of related work. An overview of our solution is described in Section 3. A case study is presented in Section 4. Finally, we present our conclusions and draw future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Integration of Resources

Multiple definitions have been used (Kozievitch et al., 2011a; Nelson et al., 2001) to name the integration of resources into a single digital object as Aggregation (Williams and Suleman, 2003), a Component-Based Object (Santanché and Medeiros, 2007; Santanché et al., 2007), a Complex Object (Nelson et al., 2001; Lagoze et al., 2006), or a Compound Object (Awre, 2009).

Several integration formats arise from different communities (Nelson and de Sompel, 2006; Nelson et al., 2001; Fox and France, 1997; Karpovich et al., 1994; Burnett et al., 2006). In particular, Santanché used the idea of integration within the field of software reuse and exchange (Santanché and Medeiros, 2007; Santanché et al., 2007), in a component-based technology named Digital Content Component (DCC). A DCC is composed of four distinct subdivisions: (a) content, (b) structure, (c) interfaces, and...
(d) metadata, used to manage different layers of the object aggregations.

### 2.2 Images and Applications

If we consider image data, new challenges have emerged to handle the Content-Based Image Retrieval services. A typical solution for this service requires the construction of image descriptors, which are characterized by: (i) an extraction algorithm to encode image features into feature vectors; and (ii) a similarity measure to compare two images based on the distance between their corresponding feature vectors. The similarity measure is a matching function, which gives the degree of similarity for a given pair of images represented by their feature vectors, often defined as a function of the distance (e.g., Euclidean), that is, the larger the distance value, the less similar the images.

There are several applications which support services based on image content, allowing integration in distinct domains (Murthy et al., 2010; Achananuparp et al., 2007). And along with these applications, images can also be explored to integrate annotation support for image digital libraries such as (Jochum et al., 2007). In particular, consider for the following examples a recently developed component-based CBIR infrastructure aiming to process and encapsulate images and related data (Kozievitch et al., 2012; Kozievitch et al., 2011b), presented in Figure 3. The bottom layer contains the data sources: the descriptor library, the image collection, and the database. The second layer contains DCCs, which encapsulate, provide access, and manage several parts of the CBIR process: the descriptors, the descriptor library, the images, the retrieval from the database, and finally a manager, for setting up the entire process. The third layer comprises the applications which manipulate the image aggregations, by accessing the CBIR process or the data sources.

### 2.3 Data Integration and Cleaning

Data fusion and cleaning have been studied extensively by the database community (Bhattacharya and Getoor, 2006; Bleiholder and Naumann, 2008). Most of previous works consider data on relational format, but recently it has been stressed the need for investigating the problem of solving conflicts on semi-structured data. XClean (Weis and Manolescu, 2007) is a system that allows declarative and modular specification of a cleaning process. It consists of a declarative language with operators that cover not only the fusion process, but also entity identification and combination of values that refer to the same object. The main goal is to provide a modular system that can be easily extended with new operators. Potter’s Wheel (Raman and Hellerstein, 2001) follows a cleaning strategy based on a set of operations to transform data, such as format, drop, copy, merge, split, divide, fold and select. However, instead of storing the result of a data transformation, the sources are stored along with the definition of the transformation. The transformation is applied on-the-fly whenever a consistent and clean information is required.

Several systems have been proposed in the literature on (i) the fusion process (such as Hummer (Bilke et al., 2005) and Fusionplex (Motro and Anokhin, 2006)), (ii) sharing structured data (Orchestra (Ives et al., 2008)), and (iii) update data-oriented workflow (Panda (Ikeda and Widom, 2010)).

There are a number of strategies for data fusion proposed in the literature (Yin et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2013), and a survey can be found in (Bleiholder and Naumann, 2008). The approach presented within this paper allows strategies to be reapplied in subsequent integration processes, and also keeps provenance information for tracing back the origin of the data stored in the repository.

### 3 Overview of our Solution

From a formal perspective, an aggregation of Content-Based Image Retrieval components comprises an structure that aggregates the image, feature vector, and similarity scores (Kozievitch et al., 2011a). In addition, each digital object might have metadata (such as file name, file size, among others).

In this section, we outline the proposed two-step solution, namely the information extraction from images, described in Section 3.1 and the fusion process, detailed in Section 3.2.
### 3.1 Gathering the information from the CBIR Process

Suppose that within the parasite domain, a researcher has metadata, several images, and their respective CBIR information for several species (Kozievitch et al., 2010), from different sources. Recall that the CBIR process is responsible for creating the respective image feature vector and similarity scores among the images.

Consider now the CBIR infrastructure presented in Figure 3. As input, consider image 35_Hnanagravpp5x.jpg and respective metadata. Within Source 1, the image is processed by the BIC descriptor (Stehling et al., 2002), showed in Figure 4. The CBIR infrastructure aggregates all the related information within an XML file. Within Source 2, the same image processed by the same descriptor. In this case, however, Source 2 considers a different image collection, i.e., images found within Source 2 are not necessarily the same managed within Source 1. Note that, comparing the two XML files, besides metadata conflicts that might appear (such as different file paths), both images also present a different ranked lists (the 5th image is different in both ranked lists, as shown in Figure 8).

![Figure 4: CBIR for image 35_Hnanagravpp5x.jpg, within (a) Source 1 and (b) Source 2.](image)

### 3.2 Fusion of Image-related Data

The data fusion problem refers to the merging of data provided from two or more sources. In particular, the CBIR information presented in Figure 4-a and Figure 4-b could be summarized within a XML tree representation, as shown in Figure 7. Basically each image (identified by a name) is processed by an image descriptor (identified by a name), which thereby provides a feature vector and a ranked list of similar images.

Consider now the XML documents presented in Figures 5 and 6. Each element provided by Source 1 has a corresponding one in Source 2. However, some of the values associated with elements disagree, such as the elements image_path, image_feature_vector_name, and the fifth element of the ranked list (imageId and image_dist_value), as illustrated in Figure 8. Note that there are two types of conflicts: metadata conflicts (such as the first two listed above) and CBIR conflicts (such as elements within the ranked list).

A cleaning strategy for solving metadata conflicts may determine that whenever a data item provided from Source 1 disagrees with any other source, we should choose Source 1’s value over the others, for example. As a result of applying this strategy, the
data repository keeps a single consistent value for all subelements.

A cleaning strategy for CBIR conflicts may also determine that all conflicting values should be kept within the repository. As a result of applying this strategy, the union of the ranked lists are kept within the XML representation after cleaning, as shown in Figure 9.

XFusion is a system which provides the functionality described within this paper. It relies on the concepts of XML keys (Buneman et al., 2002) for determining which elements should be merged when integrating one or more data sources, and a set of cleaning rules for generating a consistent data repository.

3.2.1 XML Keys

XML keys are used within our context to express the result of the entity matching process. Thus, whenever objects from distinct data sources agree on their keys, they are merged into a single object in the repository. When the values of non-key objects differ we say that a conflict has been detected.

An XML key is defined as \( (context-path, (target-path, \{key-paths\}) \), where the values of the key-paths uniquely identify nodes reached following a target-path in the context of each subtree defined by the context-path. In order to generate the merge document in Figure 9, keys were defined within the CBIR context, such as:

- \( (\epsilon, \{image\}_{name}) \): in the context of the entire document, \( \epsilon \) denotes the root, an image is identified by its name;
- \( (image, \{image\}_{descriptor}\}_{\{descriptor\}} \): in the context of the each subtree rooted at image, the image\(_{descriptor}\) is identified by descriptor;
- \( (image/image\_{descriptor}, \{distance\}_{\{rank\}} \) : in the context of the each subtree rooted at image/image\_{descriptor}, their elements distance are identified by their rank;
- \( (image, \{image\}_{path}\} ) \): in the context of any subtree rooted at image node, there is at most one image\_{path}.

Although here we have presented keys following the syntax proposed in (Buneman et al., 2002), in (Cecchin et al., 2010) the key definitions are stored within an XML format. Note that within CBIR domain, additional keys can be used to define if how many descriptors can be used do characterize the visual properties of an image, how many images will be available at the ranked list fusion, etc.

3.2.2 Rules

Rules define high-level strategies for deciding how value conflicts should be solved. The context of a rule is defined by a path expression, and a list of strategies for solving a conflict. There are a number of strategies proposed in the literature for solving value conflicts. The following subset of those proposed by (Bleiholder and Naumann, 2008) is adopted by XFusion:

- **Trust Your Friends**. This strategy is based on a reliability criterion: the value provided by the source with the highest confidence rate assigned by the user is chosen to be stored in the repository;
- **Meet In The Middle**. This strategy mediate the conflict by generating a new value which represents an average among all conflicting values;
- **Cry With The Wolves**. This strategy is defined by choosing the value reported by the majority of data sources;
• **Roll The Dice.** A random value is choose among the conflicting ones; and
• **Pass It On.** All the conflicting values are kept in the repository.

As an example, consider the following fusion rule:

```
(//image[@image_name="39_Hnanagravpp5x.jpg"]
/image_path, [Trust your Friends, Pass it On])
```

The rule determines that whenever image ‘‘39_Hnanagravpp5x.jpg’’ conflicts on the image_path element, the conflict is solved by first applying strategy **Trust your Friends**, followed by strategy **Pass it On**. Considering that the user has assigned a higher confidence rate to **Source 1** over **Source 2**, the result of the rule’s application is illustrated in Figure 9.

Note that rules can be defined on larger contexts than on single elements. Suppose, for example, that the same strategy described above should be applied to any conflict on image_path elements. This rule can be expressed as:

```
(//image/image_path, [Trust your Friends, Pass it On])
```

With such a rule, future conflicts on this element do not require any user intervention.

### 3.2.3 XFusion Usage

XFusion has a graphical interface that allows the user to load data sources into the repository and perform cleaning operations through the definition of fusion rules. The tool’s main window is shown in Figure 10, with the main screen after both Sources 1 and 2, presented in Figures 5 and 6, have been uploaded. Note that the right window shows all uploaded sources, associating a different color with each of them, and showing their confidence rate inside the parenthesis.

The merged document is shown in the main window, with value conflicts identified with the sources that provide the conflicting values, represented by the colored squares that precede each value.

When the user selects an existing conflict and clicks on the resolve button, the screen depicted in Figure 11 is shown. Note that the user has three main options for solving a conflict: choose one among the conflicting values, manually insert a new value, or apply some of the available strategies (described in Section 3.2.2). Strategies are chosen by clicking on the direction buttons in the middle of the screen, determining the order in which they should be considered.

Below the strategy boxes, the context of the rule is presented. This path is originally set to uniquely identify the conflicting element or attribute, according to the XML keys defined on the repository. Nevertheless, the user can edit the path for applying the list of strategies on larger contexts. Finally, when the user clicks on the Clean button, the new rule is inserted into the policy base and its execution propagates the chosen value to the repository. XFusion allows the user to define rules incrementally. The user can then check whether the strategy has been effective for solving all conflicts within the rules context. If not, she may decide to extend the rule by defining additional strategies to be applied.

In particular, within the context of the presented parasite domain (Kozievitch et al., 2010), the fusion of different sources centralizes the data, providing more information about CBIR services and metadata. This strategy can provide parasite experts with an integrated view on available datasets, which can foster knowledge sharing and dissemination. The same approach could be explored within other CBIR-related
4 Conclusions

Many digital library implementations and applications demand additional and advanced services to effectively specify, reuse, describe and aggregate different resources. Examples of commonly required services include those related to the support of images and related CBIR tasks.

In this paper, we address the integration of image retrieval with XFusion, a rule-based cleaning tool that stores curated data in an integrated repository. A metamodel is proposed in order to specify the components of the CBIR related tasks, validated through a case study within the parasite domain. The main novelty resides in automatically solving conflicts in CBIR without user intervention, using rules to integrate images and associated metadata found in different data sources along the fusion process.

A straightforward future work consists in the use of rules to guide the design and implementation of image digital libraries that integrate different (and possibly distributed) image collections. One starting point relies on the use of applications, like those proposed in (Gonçalves and Fox, 2002; Zhu et al., 2003), to specify and integrate multimedia data.
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